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All praise is due to Allah alone; and may peace and blessings be upon the one after whom there is no prophet.

I seek refuge in Allah from Satan, the expelled. In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful.

"How {can there be a treaty} while, if they gain dominance over you, they do not observe concerning you any pact of kinship or covenant of protection? They satisfy you with their mouths, but their hearts refuse {compliance}, and most of them are defiantly disobedient."
[Surah Al-Tawbah: 8]

India's Hindus have once again proven the fact that they are enemies of Islam, enemies of Muslims' creed, enemies of Muslims' blood, wealth, honor and chastity.

After compelling the Muslims of Indian to convert to Hinduism... after forcing them to recite Band-e-Matram fun-Islamic national song meaning, "bow to thee holy mother"] ... after prohibiting slaughtering cows ... matters have reached a stage wherein the Muslims are compelled to speak clear disbelief. A hafiz (memorizer) of Quran is being forced to accept the land of idols and temples as a goddess worthy of worship, and thus declare its greatness. The believers in Allah and His Messenger are being coerced into saying the pagan slogans of "Jaey mata," (Long live holy mother) and "Baharat mata ki jaey" (Long live holy mother India).

(Quoting words of paganism is not an act of disbelief). Where are the champions of secularism, the moderates, now when the Muslims are being compelled to utter the words of disbelief through state power!

Don't the Hindus know that the hearts occupied by Allah-u-Akbar cannot accept fictitious greatness of idols? How could the tongues which only declares the greatness of Allah say the idols likes Laat and Manaat as great? How could they accept anyone besides their Allah as being worthy of worship? Can the adherents of Tawheed be converted to Hinduism using force? Can the devotees of Muhammad be made to leave Islam by means of state vileness? Haven't the Hindus read the history of Makkah? The idol-worshippers of Makkah used to do the same to the adherents of Islam. In order to get them to leave Islam, they would make them lie down on hot sand, and put on his chests charred rocks. The skin would get scorched, fat would start melting,
but the lovers of Islam would only rise the slogan of Ahad Ahad, meaning "there is only One God," would resonate on his tongue. The Great is One! Our Allah; then how can we accept someone else as a god!

How can we listen to you [Hindus] and disbelieve in Allah! No way! By the Lord of Muhammad, after accepting the Oneness of Allah, none would we accept as His partner. Other than His slogan, no one else's slogan would we raise!

The idol-worshippers of Makkah gave up after their oppression; and there came a day when the skulls of their leaders, severed from their bodies, were rolling towards the feet of the soldiers of Muhammad *. Allah had granted victory to those who had been steadfast on His Word [that there is none worthy of worship except Allah], and had come out to do jihad for it. That is how the power of arrogant Abu Jahls, like Modi, is crushed... in the battlefield of Badr at times; and in the battlefields of Panipat at others.

History has been repeating itself; and it will again! Holding a spear in his hand at the Conquest of Makkah, the Messenger of Allah was smashing the idols with his hands and declaring, "Truth has arrived, and falsehood has perished." And his devotees have been reviving his Sunnah by destroying the idol of Somnath.

So, O enemies of Allah!

Whether you take India as idol or the cow... whether you call the land of disbelief and paganism a goddess... regardless of whom you choose to prostrate to, the Muslim's forehead would bow down only in front of his Lord. Whatever the idol may be, it would be rejected.

My dignified Muslim brothers!

Forget the idea that India is of Hindus: whenever they want, they can drive us out. Trust in the Power of Allah. This is the land of Allah; not of the idols of Brahamans. You have ruled this land for centuries, then why this weakness today? Why this helplessness and slavery? The reason has been described by your beloved Messenger*.

"When you enter into the transactions of inah (interest), hold the tails of oxen, be pleased with agriculture, and give up jihad (struggle in the way of Allah). Allah will make disgrace prevail over you, and will not withdraw it until you return to your original religion."

O followers of Allah and the Messenger*

Why don't you tell these cowards that the Indian Muslim would remain in India, and would remain in India as a Muslim! ...would remain in India as a slave-servant of One Allah, and a devout follower of one Messenger*! Those who dreamt of exterminating the Muslims, they themselves became extinct. The Soviet Union came to exterminate the Muslims in Afghanistan;
it became extinct itself. America came to annihilate the defenders of Islam. Today, we see
shameless defeat becoming its destiny. Your brothers in Iraq and Syria, in Yemen and Somalia
are striking the super powers of the world, day in and day out. You are over 350 million in India.
You have the best land of India. Your localities are in every province of the country. Even if you
come out carrying merely knives and swords then-history bears witness-Hindus cannot
withstand you. Try to understand their nature and disposition. They strike the fleeing enemy
more and more, they turn into lions before the weak enemy and then tyrannize it to the point that
it would not be able to stand up ever again. That is what they have done to the aboriginal ethnic
groups, they converted them to lower castes. They are those same villainous enemies that simply
do not understand the language of civility; but when someone starts striking them, they fall in
their feet, and start begging for their lives.

Allah (SWT) has said regarding such an enemy:

How can there be a treaty between you and them while if they gain dominance over you they
do not regard concerning you any pact nor any association? They are such type of enemy who if
gain an upper hand over you, would neither care about any neighborhood nor any friendship. In
fact, the history of riots is a witness to the fact that the Hindu neighbors of the Muslims cause
them the most harm, and deceive them. Your Quran is warning you of their deceit,

They only satisfy you with their mouths... by issuing fascinating statements... by claiming that
India is a secular state... by deceiving through constitution... by calling these riots a
conspiracy-not of the state, but-of extremist Hindu organizations... or by getting delightful statements issued through government [puppet] ulamaa'... despite the fact that they all are same.

Whatever happens in India against the Muslims, the state and its departments are equal partners.
Otherwise, how could anyone dare to just take knives, and cut up Muslims like vegetables?
We say that if the Indian state is not involved in the massacre of the Muslims, then the Muslim
youth should also be given a free hand, as is given to the Hindu mobsters during riots. Then the
world would see that Indian Muslims are not coward. They know how to defend their honor even
with swords and sticks. However, matters are flipped in this case. On one hand, the Hindu
mobsters get the support of state agencies; and on the other, curfews are placed around Muslim
neighborhoods, with the police guarding to prevent the Muslims even to come out from their
houses.

Allah (SWT) is making you aware of their tricks and guile.

'They satisfy you with their mouths.' These delightful statements, and fake commissions are
merely moves to keep you calm. So, don't let these statements mislead you. They are nothing but
deception. The Quran describes the state of their hearts:

[which shows] that their hearts are in opposition to these statements, that most of them are mean
enemies. Their hearts have hatred for Islam; they are filled with hatred for Quran. They yearn
that you become unmindful of your weapons, [as Allah mentions in the Quran]
'Those who disbelieve wish that you would neglect your weapons and your baggage." They wish that they get every type of weapons; that they get military training in RSS linked institutions; that only they get licensed weapons; and Muslims aren't even allowed that; if some Muslims manage to get licensed weapons, the police take them back before riots. Your Lord mentions afterwards,

["...so they could come down upon you in one [single] attack ..."] so that they make a single forceful attack on you. That is the nature of this age-old enemy of yours.

Its prime minister is Modi... who was given authority, only because he slaughtered Muslims... whose chair was furnished over Muslims' corpses... who is sitting on Delhi's throne only after making Muslim communities deserted.

After all that, they say that India is a secular country. Its constitution grants equal rights to all. If a Muslim is caught slaughtering a cow, he is executed publically; but for slaughtering Muslims, Modi is rewarded with the reign of Delhi. Those are equal rights. In its constitution, beasts are more valuable than Muslims.

So, my Muslim brothers!

Do not get deceived by statements and slogans of the [puppet] ulamaa' and leaders of the government. The Muslim youth of India would have to decide for themselves: either a life of dignity, or death as a martyr. Then, you would see that the help of Allah would be with you. Look at the Muslims of Syria, how they stood up against their enemy; and how strong Allah made them in a few years. Look at the Muslim youth living in Europe, how they have been attacking a strong enemy one single [mujahid] after another; and thus have disturbed the entire Europe.

Start Jihad with the strength which Allah has already granted you. Kill the senior officers of institutions and administrative departments that get [people to] start these riots. Target IAS, and IPS officers. Cause them financial losses.

May Allah help you; and may He (SWt) make it easier for us to help you.
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